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STRAIGHT

Nobody wants to mangle their beloved classic and have to
face the decision of whether to sell it on or risk an arduous and
possibly expensive rebuild. But fear not, there isn’t a kink, bend or
buckle that can’t be straightened out if you know where to go.
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ou can just tell that you’re about to
enter an interesting establishment
when you spot a beautifully
restored 1976 Husqvarna dirt bike
hanging over the threshold, and
immediately afterwards get a tantalising glimpse
of many other rare and unusual machines lined up
behind it on the open mezzanine.
Emblazoned across the double doorway to the
well-lit workshop beyond are the words ‘keep it in
line with…’ and it is clear confirmation you’ve arrived
at, by reputation alone, the UK’s premier experts
on getting it dead straight – whether that be your
motorcycle frame, wheel, forks, yokes, discs, or any
other part that is bent, bashed, damaged or distorted.
Maidstone Motoliner is so named because of its
location in Kent and because of the fact that the
yellow and blue steel-framed jig the team uses to
re-align frames is called a ‘Motoliner’. Owner Ray
Palmer set up a company called Molray in 1975, and
this was to be the forefather of Maidstone Motoliner,
which was established in 1987. It became a family
concern in 1991 when son Tommy joined, at which
point a young George Thomas also joined the
team. His grandfather, 50cc racer Maurice Thomas,
partnered Ray in setting up Molray, so it’s a close-knit
company with both heritage and experience.
My initial introduction to Maidstone Motoliner
came some months ago when I took a financial risk
and decided to buy back a crashed 1975 Moto Guzzi
750cc S3 that I had actually owned 10 years previously,
though it had occupied a number of boxes during
that particular tenure of ownership. I’d bought it
back in 2005 as an intended restoration project, but
I suffered from the usual damning combination of
no time, no money and no space, and offered it to a
fellow Guzzi-owning friend, John Dyer. John put it all
back together and used it regularly for several years
until he was unfortunately involved in nasty collision
with a car driver last autumn. John broke both wrists,

Left: Welding is often
required to mend breaks
and reinforce points of
structural weakness.

Below: The Guzzi after
being stripped down to
the skeleton.

among other injuries, and has fortunately since
recovered. The S3, however, was more or less frontended and was given back to John in a very sorry state.
Lacking the heart to rebuild it, and remembering
I’d always asked him to give me first refusal if he
ever came to sell, John offered it to me. After looking
at a detailed description and many photos, and
knowing that the frame was bent and other rare parts
broken or damaged, I bought the Guzzi back mainly
because I couldn’t bear to see a rare machine end
up being parted out without being given a chance at
recovery first.
Once stripped of its of bodywork and various
components, I could see that the bike’s headstock had
taken the full force of the impact as it was twisted well
out of true. The main central frame tube leading up to
the steering head was kinked slightly, the yokes were
bent and the steering stem twisted, with the steering
lock tab snapped clean off the frame. It didn’t look
good, and though I could source another Guzzi Tonti
frame easily enough, it simply wouldn’t have the
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correct stamped VK2 prefix and frame number that
denotes it as being one of the 950 S3s made. Restored
with an incorrect frame, the bike would have been
reduced to a third of its value and would have lost all
of its integrity. I mentioned this to my good friend
Dorian Skinner, whose classics I have tested often for
The Classic MotorCycle, and though he reckoned the
damage looked bad, he didn’t hesitate, saying: “Call
Maidstone Motoliner. If they can’t sort it, unlikely
anyone can!”
The next day I was on the phone to Tommy at
Maidstone Motoliner, who listened patiently to my
concerns and he said to email some photos over,
which I did. “Yeah, I reckon we can fix that,” he said
confidently. “You’ll need to bring it down, engine
in place, and preferably with a good set of forks and
wheel too. If you have an original spec sheet for the
frame that’ll also really help. We’ll have a look at
it all and let you know.” A few days later I loaded

The Maidstone Motoliner
workshop, complete with
works-in-progress.

“Ray and Tommy have recently
built a mezzanine above the
workshop, which now exhibits the
family’s motorcycle collection.”
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the rolling chassis into a van and drove down to
Maidstone Motoliner’s workshop, hoping throughout
the duration of the journey that the guys could work
some kind of magic.
The Maidstone Motoliner workshop is large, very
well lit, full of fascinating tools including two of the
distinctive jigs themselves and, of course, various sadlooking motorcycle frames bereft of bodywork and
queued up to be worked on. I was greeted by Tommy,
straight edge in hand. “We work on any type of bike,
and we’re always busy, because it’s just not the type of
work that many people do nowadays,” he said.
“We work on lots of race machines because they get
crashed a lot, and we’ve been seeing more and more
classics over the last few years too.”
He instinctively lined the straight edge up on a
couple of the Guzzi’s frame tubes, and you could see
the daylight. “The frame tubes should be fine. The
yokes don’t look good and you’ll definitely need a
new steering stem, so it might be worth you trying to
source these in the meantime. We’ll do our best with
the rest,” he said. I left and, in the subsequent days,
failed miserably to turn up any replacements despite
calling various trusted spares suppliers in Italy. A
couple of days later Tommy emailed me a couple of
shocking photos; one of the steering stem completely
distorted and another of the Guzzi frame in the
Motoliner jig, with a pointer at dead vertical showing
how much the headstock is twisted out of true. A day
later, Tommy called. “Good news. The yokes are fine
now, we’ve straightened them and we can get a new
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stem made for you. We’ll call you when the rest is
done.” What a relief!
A week or so later I was back down at Maidstone
Motoliner with the work on the Guzzi done. The
difference was incredible. My bike was sat there
with its beautifully shaped yokes all straightened out
and sitting top and bottom of a new steering stem, a
perfect new steering lock welded in place, and with
the good fork legs and front wheel that I supplied all
fitted. Similarly, the frame itself had been sorted, and
only a few tell-tale areas of grey primer covering the
spots where Tommy had applied heat to the frame
and scorched the paint give away the fact that this
frame has been expertly rescued.
I ask him what happens once a frame is placed on
the Motoliner jig, and he explained: “Okay, let’s take
your Guzzi as an example.
“We attached the frame into the jig using the
swinging arm pivot points because they’re
symmetrical, and it gives us a starting point. It’s
important that the engine remains in place so that all
the frame’s major mounting points are tightened up.
We can work on any type of frame such as girder and
rigid frames as well, and if they don’t have swinging
arm pivot points as such, we’ll find symmetrical
points that we can start off with.”
Tommy showed me a chassis of a Honda Four of
some kind that’s clamped securely by the swinging
arm pivot points into one of the jigs. There’s a straight
bar bolted through the headstock, and the vertical
pointer at the bottom shows the headstock is way out

of true, just like my Guzzi was. “At this point, we’ll
attach hydraulic rams and mandrels to the points
on the frame that need pushing and squeezing back
into line, using heat in the right places to improve
the elasticity of the frame’s material. Occasionally, if
a frame is very badly damaged, we are also able to
cut out frame tubes and replace them with new ones,
Above: The lovely 1976
Husqvarna with its
and once it is sleeved on the inside for strength and
fellows on the mezzanine.
then welded, ground down and finished, the repair
is complete.”
I notice on my Guzzi frame that they have perfectly
Above right: Everything is
meticulously organised.
replicated the steering lock tab that had been
Ray and Tommy have
snapped off in the accident. “Yes, it’s no problem to
even made their own
weld on lugs or tabs, or fabricate a new lug if need be,”
tools to better suit the
jobs they are required to
Tommy explained, “and we use Tig, MIG, brazing or
undertake.
gas welding depending on the frame, its material and
the repair required.”
Ray was over in one corner holding a grinder,
standing over what looked like an upturned Yamaha
LC350 frame that had already had some work carried
out in places. “This frame was corroded in places, and
we’ve replaced some tubing. The side-stand bracket
has also been snapped off many years ago,” said Ray.
“We’ve fabricated a new one, and I’m cleaning the
frame before we weld it into place, so the customer
can then go ahead and restore the bike.” Tommy
walked over and welded the bracket into place while
Ray held the frame securely – father and son working
in perfect harmony.
Wandering around the workshop I spied racks
of various tools, bars, the biggest allen keys you’ve
Top: The Pope Special
and the 1963 50cc
Ducson in pride of place.
The Ducson came in
seventh in the 1963
50cc TT.
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ever seen, presses and attachments neatly lined up
on the walls and above the work benches, some of
which look positively medieval. I mention to Tommy
I wouldn’t even know what to do with most of them.
“We’ve made a lot of the tools ourselves over the
years as we’ve developed techniques for what we do
ourselves.
“Much of our work also involves straightening
forks, yokes, wheels, discs, and so we use smaller
vice-mounted jigs for that very purpose along with
dial gauges set up in a certain way to check the
true accurately.”
Ray and Tommy have also recently been building
a large, open mezzanine above the workshop, which
is now housing and exhibiting the family’s eclectic
collection of motorcycles. I can appreciate their
interest in smaller Italian motorcycles, and there’s
also a smattering of grass track and speedway bikes.
Ray was a successful grass track racer and tuner, and
it was his partnership with fellow 50cc racer Maurice
Thomas that began the initial company all those years
ago. Tommy, too, was a grass track and speedway
rider, turning out for clubs such as Arena Essex,
Exeter and Sheffield, and he says it was impossible to
not have an interest in motorcycles with his father’s
influence. Even George Thomas, the youngest
member of Maidstone Motoliner, races a TZ350 in
the CRMC 350cc nationals. That means the people
who work here are all riders and racers, and that’s
important. “Our customers know that we ride bikes,
work on bikes, restore bikes and race them, so they
have an added confidence that the work we do for
them will be the best we can do,” explained Tommy.
Some of the bikes on show are fascinating. There’s a
beautiful and rather uncommon 1958 Francis Barnett
Model 82 Scrambler with a 250cc AMC motor, which
Tommy restored five years or so ago. A Maserati
50T2SS ‘Rospo’ (as tested in The Classic MotorCycle,
October 2005) is another rare bike, and this is one
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Above left: The only
evidence that the frame
of the Guzzi has been
expertly rescued – a few
patches of grey primer.
Above: A Honda four sits
patiently in the Motoliner
jig. Ray and Tommy will
constantly check and
re-check measurements
as the straightening
process progresses.

from the local Maidstone area. Next to it is a bright
yellow two-stroke Maserati 75 L/75/T2, and behind
that a wonderful Itom Mk8 50cc racer. Downstairs
there’s the 1963 50cc Ducson, owned by Ray’s friend
and fellow Kent lad, Paul Smart. Built by Fred Hardy
and Frank Sheene, the Ducson (sometimes called the
‘Sheene Special’) finished seventh at the Isle of Man
TT in 1963 ridden by Bill Ivy, another local Kent rider.
Next to the Ducson is the Pope Special, built by John
Pope and his brother who were motorcycle engineers
based in Dartford, and is another 50cc race machine,
this time used by Alan Dawson in the 1963 TT.
Eventually I loaded up my straightened Moto Guzzi
750, confident it has been repaired with care. I’m
relieved my gamble has paid off thanks to Tommy’s
skill, and happy that another classic motorcycle
has had its history and integrity saved thanks to
the years of experience to be found at
End
Maidstone Motoliner.

Are you in need of the expertise of
Maidstone Motoliner? Get in touch...
Above: Ray and Tommy
are the father and son
combination that run
Maidstone Motoliner.

 via the website at: www.motoliner.com
 via telephone at: 01622 790705
 or via email at: sales@motoliner.com

